Connecting our Communities
Transportation for the Lake Tahoe Region
Tahoe’s Transportation Challenge

Lake Tahoe is approaching build-out. Growth and Capacity has and will continue to be limited. This fixed aspect of Lake Tahoe has allowed for focusing transportation policies and strategies to realize regional environmental, economic, and social goals.

Transportation must:

- Improve **effectiveness of existing** transportation network
- **Improve mobility choices** (Transit, Biking, & Walking)
Transportation Proposal

- Build off existing transportation program policy direction
- Provide viable safe mobility choices through a coordinated transportation network
- Land Use policy integration to create live, work, play communities
- Sustainability and Threshold Attainment program (SCS= SB375 + TRPA thresholds)
Transportation Dollars at Work

- TMDL/Roadway Water Quality
- Transit
- Corridor Revitalization
- Roadway Operations and Maintenance
- Bike/Ped
- Traffic Management
Vetting and Input to Date

- **2004** – Regional Transportation Plan (RTP) Adopted, TRPA Goals and Policies amended to include Transportation policy package
- **2008** – RTP Adopted by TMPO, TRPA Goals and Policies not amended
- **2010** – RPU Stakeholder and Governing Board Milestone sessions include 2008 RTP policies
- **2011** – RPU re-scope includes Transportation policy package, RTP update commences, Transportation public workshops
Public Input
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Supported Issues & Ideas

- Transit: 40
- Bike/Ped: 26
- Parking: 15
- Roadway: 8
- Trip Reduction: 2

Tahoe Metropolitan Planning Organization

40 Years of Progress